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New office refurb!

Over the last seven weeks, Town & City
have been busy moving their Head
Written by

Office. Behind the scenes, our team have

Nicole Hanson and

been working hard to arrange the move,

Gemma Stephenson

logistics and oversee the refurbishment
of our new office.

BEHIND THE SCENE
PICTURES!

Our new office is now located in Pioneer
Court, Morton Palms, Darlington. It
provides a modern and spacious two

TAKE A LOOK INTO
OUR COMAPNY!

floor office, with room for expansion and
exciting opportunities for further growth.
Since the 19th April, our Head Office
team have been enjoying settling back

RETROSPECT: A LOOK

into the new office and are delighted to

BACK AT 7 WEEKS

share behind the scenes images and
their experiences of the move.

Behind
the
Scenes
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Having been at the previous office
for twelve years, there was a large
amount of files, furniture and
technology to move which required
preparation. Two hundred crates
arrived at the old office, which were
soon filled with files, stationary,
kitchen appliances and much more.

Then there was the technology! With
staff working from home and
requiring access to the server, this
was not a simple nor a
straightforward task. The server was
switched off from 12 Noon on Friday
9th April, meaning that no one had
access until it was back up and
running.

- Peter Bigge MD

Our ITC department came to move the server and tweak the
firewall, they had every hope of having the server back up and
running by the Monday. However, there was an unexpected hold up
with the lease line and Virgin Media had to visit site to assist.

After further work, the great news came. The server was back up
and running and the VPN update had been rolled out remotely so
we all had access to the server once again.

ITC SERVICE LTD

Richardson moving and storage helped us move
everything from one office to the other. They
were professional and worked in an efficient,
effective manor. It only took two days to move
the furniture.

RICHARDSON MOVING & STORAGE

DOWNLOAD OUR
NEW APP
''At home with TCML''
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ITC were required to move some of the
Network points in the floor so parts of the
carpet had to be taken up. This took a
while as the Network points had to be in
the correct places for each desk.
Additionally, the board room technology
had to be set up. The TV and conference
call system had to be moved.
ITC SERVICE LTD

Once all of the refurbishment
works were complete, Bolams Cleaning
Services carried out a professional deep
clean of the interior and exterior of the office.
This included a power wash of the building,
windows and deep clean of both kitchens.

BOLAMS CLEANING SERVICES LTD

National Coverage, Local Expertise
Townandcity.com
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REPORT PROBLEMS
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The new office was mostly open plan so coincidently a lot
of structural tasks had to be carried out. We had a number
of contractors building walls , painting and adjusting the
office to be suitable for our needs.

Joanne Hanson and Nicole Hanson spent days at the office
cleaning ready for the furniture delivery and the removal
firm.

FOLLOW US ON
LINKED IN
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THE
MAINTENANCE
TEAM!
The maintenance team
attended to look at the
possibility of building a few walls
and painting some also.
They ended up building ten
walls and painting almost every
wall, including all of the preexisting walls.
They also had to make sure the
reception desk fit into the
reception and that it was
accessible and well positioned.

BUILDING THE FOUNDATIONS
The office kitchens needed enclosing so Chris and
Dean (TCML maintenance contractors) built walls
around both kitchens and the reception. Building
the walls from scratch required careful planning
and took a large amount of time.

#NewOfficeMove

It was fun to
work on a 7 week
project and get to
watch it grow! Dean -DMS

£10,000
WORTH OF MATERIALS

7 weeks
TILL IT WAS COMPLETED
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SIGNS AND
BRANDING

vol 1

SKIPBRIDGE SIGNS

OUR OWN BUILDING

CAR PARKING

BOARD ROOM

As we now have our own
building, Skipbridge created
and made the sign which is
positioned on an external wall
of the building.

Skipbridge also created and
made the car parking signs
for each designated parking
space. The sign has the
companys' logo on.

Our board room has
dramatically improved. We
now have sign writing on the
wall behind the table, it looks
really good!

LIGHTBOX SIGN!
In reception, Skipbridge
made us an awesome light
up light box sign which
features our logo!
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BOARD ROOM

The Board Room provides a
private, spacious room which
is perfect for conducting
meetings.
There is a TV/display screen
within and a large
rectangular table which can
seat up to ten people.

EXTERNAL SIGNS

All of the Town & City
internal and external
signs were made by
Skipbridge Signs.
Here is a sign made
for the outside of the
building.

HONESTY

KNOWLEDGE

DEDICATION

ACCOUNTABILITY
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NEW OFFICE IS HERE

New Adventures and
Opportunities!
At the new office we have a luxury building with more opportunities for
expansion and growth.
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NEW
STAFF
AS PART OF OUR EXPANSION WE
HAVE EMPLOYED NEW MEMBERS OF
STAFF!
THESE NEW MEMBERS OF STAFF
INCLUDE; PROPERTY MANAGERS,
APPRENTICES AND MAINTENANCE
ADMINISTRATORS!

WUTT SUTTASUNTORN

Wutt joined us in January 2021 as a Property
Manager. He has made an excellent start and
is very enthusiastic about his role! He is based
in the North East, managing properties in
Scarborough and Whitby. He has 16 years’
experience in private
and social housing. Wutt has been in the
travel industry for many
years and has also worked for British Airways!

BRETT NICHOLSON

Brett joined us in April 2021 as a Property
Manager based in the North East.
We are delighted to have him as part of our
team. He comes with 16 years worth of
experience in property management and
many other skills such as climbing and
playing the guitar. Having spent some time
working with us in Head Office, he is friendly
and approachable and is fitting well into the
team.

April 2021
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AMANDA HOLMES

Amanda works in the maintenance
department. She started work here on
26.10.20 which was her birthday! She
has had many years working in in
customer service and admin. She is
married with one 18 year old son and
two dogs which she named after
flowers, Daisey and Poppy. She loves
to travel and her favourite place is
Puerto Vallarta in Mexico on the
Pacific coast.

SARAH PICKERSGILL

Sarah is very new to the team. She
has joined Amanda and works
alongside her in the maintenance
department.
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TOWN & CITY

OTHER STAFF MENTIONS

NATHAN HILL

Nathan started in November
2020 as an Accounts
Assistant based in our Head
Office. Nathan has settled in
tremendously and will help
anyone with anything. We
are delighted to have him
part of our TCML team!

JOANNE HANSON

Joanne Hanson is the Associate
Director and Office Manager. She has
been the main person organising the
move. From arranging the moving
company to hiring the contractors she
has been behind it all. She has been a
really big help to the company and put
in her all! Even if its working till
midnight to get things done. We thank
her for everything during the move and
even before.
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OUR TOP 5 STAR REVIEWS
I don’t usually post reviews but
I wanted to take the time to
say how good Town and City
are. Our Property Manager is

The team at Town and City are
exceptional! I have been working with
them for a number of years and they
have always been efficient, professional
and they always respond to any
questions or queries in a prompt and
informative manor. Thank you all for
your continued support over the years. Google reviews

fantastic and is always on
hand for advice, even replying
on weekends! Thank you for
taking the stress out of
leasehold management.

- Google reviews

Responsive, professional,
knowledgeable- everything I
would expect/hope from a
Block Management Company.
- Google reviews
At last a company that cares
about their clients I cant
thank them enough for sorting
out all the historic issues we
had with our previous
managing agent a BIG thank
you to all the TCML team. Google Reviews

Like a breath of fresh air.
Really good to have a
managing agent who will
actually respond to queries
and deal with issues. Google reviews

April 2021
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Behind this Newsletter

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

NICOLE HANSON

I started in December of 2020. I was
at college doing an A level in media
and art. Although I liked the courses
I didn't think college was for me. So
I managed to get an apprenticeship
here where I do media and
marketing. I manage the company's
linked in page and do all the media
side of business. I enjoy doing video
edits about my favourite shows. I
am also a massive doctor who fan!

GEMMA STEPHENSON

Gemma started Town and City at the
beginning of January 2021 as PA to the
Directors.
She spent her first two days with TCML
working in the old office, before she was
then sent with everyone in the second
lockdown to work from home. So she- like
many of us is pleased to be now working
from the new office,
Having worked in property prior to joining
TCML, she is enthusiastic about property
and people and will be working alongside
Nicole to write about the work, team and
keeping you up to date with the good news
stories of TCML.

